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28th Symposium on the Implementation and Application of Functional Programming Languages., Vol. Part F127410
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Alistar, Mirela; Pop, Paul (Main supervisor); Madsen, Jan (Supervisor) / Compilation and Synthesis for Fault-Tolerant Digital Microfluidic Biochips. 

Mottin, Julien; Pacull, François; Keryell, Ronan; Schleuniger, Pascal / Compilation Tool Chains and Intermediate Representations. 
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Proceedings - Workshop on Dynamic Compilation Everywhere. 2014.
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Nannarelli, Alberto; Seidel, Peter-Michael; Tang, Ping Tak Peter / Guest Editors' Introduction: Special Section on Computer Arithmetic.
Publication: Research - peer-review > Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Hindborg, Andreas Erik; Karlsson, Sven / Hardware Realization of an FPGA Processor - Operating System Call Offload and Experiences.
Publication: Research > Poster – Annual report year: 2014

Hindborg, Andreas Erik; Karlsson, Sven / Hardware Realization of an FPGA Processor - Operating System Call Offload and Experiences.
Publication: Research - peer-review > Conference abstract in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Hindborg, Andreas Erik; Schleuniger, Pascal; Jensen, Nicklas Bo; Karlsson, Sven / Hardware Realization of an FPGA Processor – Operating System Call Offload and Experiences.
Publication: Research - peer-review > Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2015

Nielsen, Glen; Vedel, Michael; Jensen, Christian D. / Improving Usability of Passphrase Authentication.
Publication: Research - peer-review > Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Abbaspourseyedi, Sahar; Jordan, Alexander; Brandner, Florian / Lazy Spilling for a Time-Predictable Stack Cache: Implementation and Analysis.
Publication: Research - peer-review > Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Brock-Nannestad, Laust; Karlsson, Sven / Library Support for Resource Constrained Accelerators.
Publication: Research - peer-review > Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Fafoutis, Xenofon; Dragoni, Nicola (Main supervisor); Madsen, Jan (Supervisor) / Medium Access Control in Energy Harvesting - Wireless Sensor Networks.
Publication: Research > Ph.D. thesis – Annual report year: 2014

Brock-Nannestad, Laust; DelSignore, John; Squyres, Jeffrey M.; Karlsson, Sven; Mohror, Kathryn / MPI Debugging with Handle Introspection.
Publication: Research - peer-review > Paper – Annual report year: 2014
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Publication: Research › Ph.D. thesis – Annual report year: 2014
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Publication: Research - peer-review › Poster – Annual report year: 2014
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Sparsø, Jens; Kasapaki, Evangelia; Schoeberl, Martin / **An area-efficient network interface for a TDM-based Network-on-Chip.**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Tseng, Kai-Han; You, Sheng-Chi; Minhass, Wajid Hassan; Ho, Tsung-Yi; Pop, Paul / **A network-flow based valve-switching aware binding algorithm for flow-based microfluidic biochips.**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Lakis, Edgar; Schoeberl, Martin / **An SDRAM controller for real-time systems.**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Alistar, Mirela; Pop, Paul; Madsen, Jan / **Application-specific fault-tolerant architecture synthesis for digital microfluidic biochips.**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Jozwiak, Lech; Lindwer, Menno; Corvino, Rosilde; Meloni, Paolo; Micconi, Laura; Madsen, Jan; Diken, Erkan; Gangadharan, Deepak; Jordans, Roel; Pomata, Sebastiano; Pop, Paul; Tuveri, Giuseppe; Raffo, Luigi; Notarangelo, Giuseppe / **ASAM: Automatic architecture synthesis and application mapping.**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Abbaspour, Sahar; Brandner, Florian; Schoeberl, Martin / **A Time-predictable Stack Cache.**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Abbaspour, Sahar; Brandner, Florian; Schoeberl, Martin / **A Time-predictable Stack Cache.**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Rohani, Darius Adam; Henning, William S.; Thomsen, Carsten E.; Kjaer, Troels W.; Puthusserypady, S.; Sorensen, Helge B.D. / **BCI using imaginary movements: The simulator.**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

Alistar, Mirela; Pop, Paul; Madsen, Jan / **Biochemical Application Compilation and Architecture Synthesis for Fault-Tolerant Digital Microfluidic Biochips.**
2013. Poster session presented at Lab-on-a-Chip World Congress, San Diego, CA, United States.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Poster – Annual report year: 2014

Strøm, Torur Biskopstø; Puffitsch, Wolfgang; Schoeberl, Martin / **Chip-Multiprocessor Hardware Locks for Safety-Critical Java.**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Minhass, Wajid Hassan; Pop, Paul; Madsen, Jan; Ho, Tsung-Yi / **Control Synthesis for the Flow-Based Microfluidic Large-Scale Integration Biochips.**
Schoeberl, Martin; Huber, Benedikt; Puffitsch, Wolfgang / Data cache organization for accurate timing analysis.
Publication: Research › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Publication: Research › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Mazzucco, M.; Mazzara, M.; Dragoni, Nicola / Dynamic allocation and admission policies for QoS-aware provisioning systems.
Publication: Research › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

Bonnichsen, Lars Frydendal; Karlsson, Sven; Probst, Christian W. / ELB-trees an efficient and lock-free B-tree derivative.
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Bonnichsen, Lars Frydendal; Karlsson, Sven; Probst, Christian W. / ELB-trees - Efficient Lock-free B+trees.
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Puffitsch, Wolfgang; Noulard, Eric; Pagetti, Claire / Explicit Precedence Constraints in Safety-Critical Java.
Publication: Research › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Jakobsen, Mikkel Koefoed; Madsen, Jan (Main supervisor); Hansen, Michael Reichhardt (Supervisor) / Formal methods for design and simulation of embedded systems.
Publication: Research › Ph.D. thesis – Annual report year: 2014

Publication: Research › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Hansen, Michael Reichhardt; Rischel, Hans / Functional Programming Using F#.
Publication: Research › Book – Annual report year: 2013

Gruian, Flavius; Schoeberl, Martin / Hardware support for CSP on a Java chip multiprocessor.
In: Microprocessors and Microsystems, Vol. 37, No. 4-5, 2013, p. 472-481.
Publication: Research › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Micconi, Laura; Corvino, Rosilde; Gangadharan, Deepak; Madsen, Jan; Pop, Paul; Jozwiak, Lech / Hierarchical DSE for multi-ASIP platforms.
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Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

Jozwiak, Lech; Madsen, Jan / Quality-Driven Model-Based Design of MultiProcessor Embedded Systems for Highlydemanding Applications.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Kasapaki, Evangelia; Sparsø, Jens; Sørensen, Rasmus Bo; Goossens, Kees / Router Designs for an Asynchronous Time-Division-Multiplexed Network-on-Chip.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Mazzara, Manuel; Biselli, Luca; Greco, Pier Paolo; Dragoni, Nicola; Marraffa, Antonio; Qamar, Nafees; de Nicola, Simona / Social Networks and Collective Intelligence: A Return to the Agora.
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Jordan, Alexander; Brandner, Florian; Schoeberl, Martin / Static analysis of worst-case stack cache behavior.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Fafoutis, Xenofon; Di Mauro, Alessio; Dragoni, Nicola / Sustainable medium access control: Implementation and evaluation of ODMAC.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Fafoutis, Xenofon; Di Mauro, Alessio; Dragoni, Nicola / Sustainable Performance in Energy Harvesting - Wireless Sensor Networks.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Schleuniger, Pascal; Kusk, Anders; Dall, Jørgen; Karlsson, Sven / Synthetic Aperture Radar Data Processing on an FPGA Multi-Core System.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Schleuniger, Pascal; Karlsson, Sven / Task Based Programming on Embedded Multicores.
2013. Poster session presented at 8th International Conference on High-Performance and Embedded Architectures and Compilers, Berlin, Germany.
Publication: Research › Poster – Annual report year: 2014

Stöckel, Morten; Vildhej, Hjalte Wedel; Bøg, Søren / The hardness of the functional orientation 2-color problem.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Albicocco, Pietro; Cardarilli, Gian Carlo; Nannarelli, Alberto; Petricca, Massimo; Re, Marco / Truncated multipliers through power-gating for degrading precision arithmetic.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014
Ho, Tsung-Yi; Huang, Juinn-Dar; Pop, Paul / Tutorial: Digital microfluidic biochips: Towards hardware/software co-design and cyber-physical system integration.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Conference abstract in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Tamas-Selicean, Domitian; Marinescu, S. O.; Pop, Paul / Analysis and Optimization of Mixed-Criticality Applications on Partitioned Distributed Architectures.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Papini, Davide; Sharp, Robin (Main supervisor); Jensen, Christian D. (Supervisor) / Attacker Modelling in Ubiquitous Computing Systems.
Publication: Research › Ph.D. thesis – Annual report year: 2014

Albicocco, Pietro; Papini, Davide; Nannarelli, Alberto / Direct Measurement of Power Dissipated by Monte Carlo Simulations on CPU and FPGA Platforms.
Publication: Research › Report – Annual report year: 2013

Larsen, Per; Ladelsky, Razya; Lidman, Jacob ; McKee, Sally A.; Karlsson, Sven ; Zaks, Ayal / Parallelizing More Loops with Compiler Guided Refactoring.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Schleuniger, Pascal; Karlsson, Sven / Software Managed Cache for Parallel Systems.
Publication: Research › Poster – Annual report year: 2014

Minhass, Wajid Hassan; Pop, Paul (Main supervisor); Madsen, Jan (Supervisor) / System-Level Modeling and Synthesis Techniques for Flow-Based Microfluidic Very Large Scale Integration Biochips.
Publication: Research › Ph.D. thesis – Annual report year: 2013

Marinescu, Sorin Ovidiu ; Tamas-Selicean, Domitian; Acretoaie, Vlad; Pop, Paul / Timing Analysis of Mixed-Criticality Hard Real-Time Applications Implemented on Distributed Partitioned Architectures.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Paper – Annual report year: 2013